MEDIA ALERT
ANNEX B – Full Film Synopsis
ABOUT ENDLESSNESS
Director: Roy Andersson
Sweden/Germany/Norway, 2019, 76 minutes
PG13 (Some Mature Content)
Singapore Premiere
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/357340307

Synopsis
A reflection on human life in all its beauty and cruelty, its splendour and banality.
We wander, dreamlike, guided by our gentle-voiced narrator. She leads us through scenes where
inconsequential moments take on the same significance as historical events: a couple floats over
a war-torn Cologne; on the way to a birthday party, a father stops to tie his daughter’s shoelaces
in the pouring rain; a defeated army marches to a prisoner-of-war camp.
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Where there is tragedy there is also hope, and humour. A priest who feels utterly hopeless, having
not only lost his faith but his vocation, seeks help from a psychiatrist, but the doctor doesn’t work
for free and is intent on catching his bus home.
There are moments too of vitality, the infectious energy of teenagers dancing outside a café; a
young man who has not yet met love; another who expands his mind with scientific thought.
Each vignette seeks out a moment of truth, capturing the essence of what it is to exist.
Simultaneously an ode and a lament, ABOUT ENDLESSNESS presents a kaleidoscope of all
that is eternally human, an infinite, timeless story of the vulnerability of existence.
Director’s Bio
Roy Andersson was born in 1943 in Gothenburg, Sweden. In 1969, he graduated from the
Swedish Film School, and the following year his first feature, A SWEDISH LOVE STORY, won
four prizes at the Berlin Film Festival.
Andersson’s second feature, GILIAP premiered at the Directors’ Fortnight at Cannes in 1976.
Following GILIAP, Andersson took an extended break from filmmaking and became a successful
commercials director, winning a total of eight Golden Lions at Cannes. His advertising career
enabled Andersson to establish Studio 24 in Stockholm in 1981, allowing him to freely produce
and make his films and where he would develop his unique style.
His short films, SOMETHING HAPPENED (1987) and WORLD OF GLORY (1991) won
prestigious awards including the Press Prize at Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Festival. Andersson
began filming SONGS FROM THE SECOND FLOOR in his studio in 1996 and it premiered at the
Cannes Film Festival Filmography: in 2000, where it won the Special Jury Prize. It was the first
chapter of The Living Trilogy, which was followed up in 2007 with YOU, THE LIVING, also
premiering in Cannes, where it was selected in Un Certain Regard.
In 2009, the Museum of Modern Art in New York held an exhibition of Andersson’s work,
presenting not only his films but also a number of his commercials. The exhibition celebrated
Andersson’s distinctive filmmaking style, characterized by stationary shots, meticulously
conceived tableaux, absurdist comedy and an essential humanity.
Fifteen years in the making, Andersson’s fifth feature film and the final chapter of The Living
Trilogy, A PIGEON SAT ON A BRANCH REFLECTING ON EXISTENCE premiered at the 2014
Venice Film Festival, where it was awarded the Golden Lion for Best Film.
ABOUT ENDLESSNESS is Andersson’s sixth feature and premiered at Venice Film Festival in
2019.
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CEMETERY
Director: Carlos Casas
France, 2019, 82 minutes
Asian Premiere
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQwO5t52Phk

Synopsis
A great earthquake has devastated parts of the Indian subcontinent, some of the southern part of
Sri Lanka has been destroyed, and only some parts of the jungle seem intact. Nga an old elephant
of age unknown, is dying. It is the last of its species. Sanra, a humble silent mid-age mahout, and
Nga survive as guardians of a National Park at the entrance of the jungle.
At dusk Sanra cleans and prepares the elephant for their journey, before burning all his
belongings: papers, clothes, books, photographs, all his past is turning to ashes, and the smoke
joins the sky twirling and dancing into the last rays of sunset to finally disappear along the sharp
silhouette of the surrounding jungle.
The next morning sees the camp invaded by a group of poachers, their faces seem defeated but
determined, some are local and some look foreign to this land, they are looking through the
remaining ashes of Sanra´s fire, and his hut and cabin, trying to find traces and signs of the last
elephant and its mahout, they are organizing themselves, determined to find them, determined to
find the cemetery. The ultimate chase begins.
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The four poachers will separate in four different directions into the jungle, in their search and
struggle with the wild jungle, they will stumble upon a series of magic encounters, and one by one
they will die, killed by mysterious circumstances.
We are back in the jungle, advancing atop the elephant following dark trails and leaf filtered paths,
hypnotized by the flashing light of the sun reaching our eyes, in a soothing rhythm while we move
along the sounds of the jungle; a monologue of mythical spells and incantations starts, its tone
seem ancient and wise, the language a faraway and forgotten one, that only Sanra seems to
understand. We are hypnotized by the voice and monologue, by the cradle like movement of the
elephant walk, by the contemplation of the jungle, our senses are down, we are letting ourselves
go, we seem to cross barren lands and silent clearings, deep jungles and mangroves, crossing
cascades, rivers and lakes, through the dense, tangled vegetation following the stream banks
along hidden escarpments and caves, we seem to have lost track of time everything seems long,
space has expanded, it seems we are in different places simultaneously, night has arrived and
swallowed us, everything is dark only a black flickering light like a funeral pyre survives us and
finally puts us to a slow sleep, we have traveled through places we have never seen or will,
surrounded by animals we have never heard or will. We have long forgotten about Nga and the
poachers and the jungle, now we are somewhere else, in another dream, in another film. The
cemetery will finally be reached, but we will never see it.
Finally, the spectator will be awoken into the light, by an intense white, his eyes closed,
overwhelmed by its brightness along this mysterious and outer worldly music, awoken unto an
unknown place familiar but forgotten, the human presence is gone like the last nature guides. As
spectators we watch amazed, still sedated by these landscapes; that seem from a faraway land,
from a distant future, from a distant planet, we have crossed time and it feels like we are in other
worlds, undergone new cycles, we come from another time, immersed through music from
another era, in another earth perhaps. The film concludes with a show without age, without
beginning or end.
A possible future of an eternal cemetery.
Director’s Bio
Carlos Casas lives and works in Paris. Filmmaker and visual artist, his work is a cross between
documentary film, cinema, and contemporary visual and sound arts. His last three films have been
awarded in festivals around the world from Torino, Madrid, Buenos Aires, and Mexico City and
some of his film works, installations and live cinema presentations have been presented in
collective and personal exhibitions in places like Hangar Bicocca, Milan, Bozar, Bruxelles, Centre
Cultura Contemporanea, Barcelona and festivals like Multiplicidade Rio de Janeiro, Huddersfield
Contemporary Music festival, and Sonar, Barcelona.
He has devoted a trilogy of work to some of the most extreme environments on the planet,
Patagonia, Aral Sea, and Siberia. Avalanche an ongoing project and site specific film about one
of the highest inhabited village sin the Pamir mountains, has been presented in different museum
and gallery spaces around Europe.
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Since 2013, he is Visiting professor at Dartmouth College, NH USA. He is also co-founder of Map
Productions and the Visual Sound label Von Archives.
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LAST AND FIRST MEN
Directed by Jóhann Jóhannsson
Sweden/Germany/Norway, 2019, 76 minutes
Iceland, 2020, 70 minutes
Rated PG
Singapore Premiere
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUzeN39Oc5w

Synopsis
What can we learn from the voice speaking to us from two billion years away? LAST AND FIRST
MEN juxtaposes the seminal speculative science fiction story by Olaf Stapledon, a haunting
musical score by the late composer and musician Jóhan Jóhannson (The Theory of Everything,
Sicario, Arrival) and filmed images of futuristic, brutalist, otherworldly stone monuments erected
during the communist era in the former Yugoslav republics, shot in 16mm black and white by
renowned cinematographer Sturla Brandth Grøvlen (Victoria, Rams).
Narrated by Tilda Swinton, the film beckons us into a world of surreal and phantasmagorical
monuments where a future race of humans finds themselves on the verge of extinction, and where
the monuments – once intended as symbols of Unity and Brotherhood – remain as lone,
abandoned beacons beaming their message into the wilderness. While the story of crumbling
future civilizations is told, the spectral presence of an entity attempting to communicate with us
emerges.
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Poetic, tragic and hopeful, LAST AND FIRST MEN represents Jóhann Jóhannson's final and most
personal work – an allegory of remembrance, ideals and the death of utopia.
Director’s Bio
Jóhann Jóhannsson (1969–2018) was a prolific composer, who wrote music for a wide array of
media including theatre, dance, television and films. His work is stylised by its blending of classical
instrumentation with electronic elements. His first solo album, Englabörn (2002, Touch), drew
from a broad set of influences, ranging from Erik Satie, Bernard Herrmann, Purcell and Moondog
to electronic music issued by labels such as Mille Plateaux and Mego.
Another album would follow on Touch, before Jóhannsson released two orchestral albums on
4AD: Fordlândia and IBM 1401 – A User’s Manual. In 2016 Jóhann signed with Deutsche
Grammophon and released his last solo record, Orphée. A great deal of Jóhannsson’s work in
his last years had been closely entwined with film: in 2010 he paired up with American avantgarde filmmaker Bill Morrison on the critically acclaimed The Miners’ Hymns. He has also scored
a number of major cinematic hits, including Denis Villeneuve’s Prisoners (2013), Sicario (2015),
the score of which was nominated for all major awards, and Arrival (2016), which earned him
Golden Globe and BAFTA nominations. His other notable film credits include James Marsh’s
Stephen Hawking biopic The Theory of Everything (2014), for which he won a Golden Globe
Award for Best Original Score.
Beyond scoring films, Jóhannsson directed them as well: his debut short, End of Summer, arrived
in 2015 and was followed up by a multimedia piece titled Last and First Men, which premiered as
a live performance at the Manchester International Festival in 2017. Narrated by Tilda Swinton,
the project combines film and music to create a poetic meditation on memory, loss and the idea
of Utopia. The film premiere of Last and First Men took place at the 2020 Berlinale.
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ISADORA’S CHILDREN
Director: Damien Manivel
France, 2019, 84 minutes, French with English subtitles
Singapore Premiere
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/351616671

Synopsis
Following the death of her two children in April 1913, the legendary dancer, Isadora Duncan,
created a farewell solo entitled “Mother” in which, in a moment of extreme tenderness, a mother
cradles her child for the last time before letting him go.
A century later, four women encounter the heartrending dance.
Director’s Bio
Damien Manivel started his artistic career as a dancer before turning to cinema. After studying in
Le Fresnoy, he directed several awarded shorts, including The Lady with the Dog winner of the
Jean Vigo Price. Since 2014 he has produced and directed four feature films presented in major
festivals (Cannes, Locarno, Venise, San Sebastian…).
With Isadora’s Children, selected in Locarno IFF for International Competition, Damien Manivel
delivers his first film about dance.
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TAMARAN HILL
Director: Tadasuke Kotani
Japan, 2019, 85 minutes, Japanese with English subtitles
Singapore Premiere
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/333547653

Synopsis
On her mother's grave, a college student Hinako strangely sees a flower of cosmos. Her father
calls her to say that he can’t come back due to a typhoon, and repeats “Tamaran” in frustration.
On the way home, Hinako buys a book “Tamaran Hill” and gets absorbed in it. While she reads
in silence on the railway platform, spoken texts and the story spread in her head. The next
morning, she finds that that flower was offered by her late mother’s sister Mizuki. She visits a
cosmos honey farm where Mizuki works.
Director’s Bio
Tadasuke KOTANI’s directorial debut of a feature film, Lullaby (2002), won the second prize at
the Kyoto International Student Film & Video Festival. His second feature film, Good Girl (2006),
was screened and highly regarded at the Pia Film Festival. His first feature documentary film, Line
(2008), was a winner of the Cult Award at the 2009 Torino Film Festival. His second feature
documentary, The Cat That Lived a Million Times (2012), was premiered at the Busan
International Film Festival. The film was also showcased at numerous international film festivals
including the Dubai International Film Festival, Torino Film Festival, and Buenos Aires
International Festival of Independent Cinema.
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THIS IS NOT A BURIAL, IT’S A RESURRECTION
Director: Lemohang Jeremiah Mosese
Lesotho, 2018, 120 minutes, Sesotho with English subtitles
Southeast Asian Premiere
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBAfSS7ux3o

Synopsis
Amongst the pythonic mountains of land-locked Lesotho, an 80 year old widow winds up her
earthly affairs, makes arrangements for her burial and prepares to die. but when her village is
threatened with forced resettlement due to the construction of a reservoir, she finds a new will to
live and ignites a collective spirit of defiance within her community. in the final dramatic moments
of her life, Mantoa’s legend is forged and made eternal.
Director’s Bio
Lemohang Jeremiah Mosese is a self-taught filmmaker and visual artist from Lesotho, based in
berlin. His film ‘Mother, I am Suffocating. This is My Last Film About You’, was selected for final
cut in Venice in 2018, where it won six awards. it premiered in the berlinale forum in 2019. Mosese
was one of three filmmakers selected for biennale college cinema with his feature film ‘This Is Not
A Burial, It’s A Resurrection’, which premiered at the Venice international film festival in 2019.
Mosese is an alumnus of the berlinale talents (2011), focus features Africa first (2012), realness
African screenwriting residency (2017) and cinefondation’s L’Atelier (2019).
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ISABELLA
Director: Mathias Pineiro
Argentina/France, 2020, 80 minutes, Spanish with English subtitles
Southeast Asian Premiere
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSnhTRNG7eE

Synopsis
Mariel is an actress from Buenos Aires who tries to win, over the course of two years of auditions,
the role of Isabella, the heroine of the comedy Measure for Measure. On a road bordered by
frustration and the idea of success, Mariel finds Luciana again and again, an old theater
companion who acts as a kind of brilliant shadow, a destiny she cannot avoid, that illuminates
and bewitches her at the same time.
Isabella unfolds like a jigsaw puzzle of the difficulty of precisely defining the color of our desires.
It is the fifth installment in the Las shakespeareadas series, which narrates contemporary fictions
about the women roles in the comedies of William Shakespeare.

